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2, 245 pages in 23 collections - 24.8 minutes per 
page (includes over 150 hours of transcription work). Amounts 
to $7.32 per page

2492 pages in 28 collections - 8.87 minutes per 
page  or $1.60 per page. 

Wisconsin Goes to War

Wisconsin’s Pioneer Experience



Ada Lois James, 1876 - 1952



The Experiment: The Pinto

Boxes 18-20 Ada James 
Incoming Correspondence

•Scan from Photocopies

•No item-level metadata



The Control: The Cadillac

Folders 3-4 of Box 17 of Ada 
James Incoming Correspondence

•Full color scans

•Item (document-level) metadata



Reformatting
Includes: Scanning, image rotation/correction, creation of derivatives, uploading files

Experimental Approach:
– Made photocopies of originals, passing these through a high speed 

scanner.  

Experimental Control

.86 minutes (51.6 
sec.) per page

5 minutes per page



Metadata
Includes: Creation of metadata, some quality control and corrections

Experimental  Approach:
– Moved “issue level” from item (letter) to folder.

Abandons item level cataloging, making the folder the lowest level 
described, in par with existing (and LINKED) EAD finding aid. 

– Folder is navigated via imposed “page numbers” similar to several 
Library of Congress approaches.

Experimental Control

0.6 minutes (36 sec) 
per page

3.12 minutes per 
page 



“Item” level metadata describes letter

Control Model

“Issue” level metadata describes folder



“Item” level metadata no longer 
distinguishes each document.

Experimental Model



Administration
Includes Inventorying materials, setting up metadata for student entry, final quality 

control (click through), portal design and HTML programming planning/meetings. 

Experimental Approach:
– Abandon subject approach to building collections
– Use of EAD finding aid as primary access point
– Minimal metadata makes quality control process easier

Experimental Control

0.34 minutes (20.4 sec.) 
per page 

(17.4 sec/page without 
HTML)

0.56 minutes (33.6 
sec.) per page



Experimental Control

1.8 minutes 
per page 

Approximately 
$0.43 per page

8.68 minutes 
per page 

Approximately 
$1.53 per page

Bottom Line



User Satisfaction



•Study of seven undergraduate history majors, 
seven library science graduate students.

•Participants completed six tasks using both 
Control and Experimental Model sections of the 
Ada James collection.

•Participants were then interviewed about their 
preferences and expectations.

Assessment Methodology



General Observations

•Participants did not perform well with tasks related 
to experimental section, many failed or gave up. 

•Desire more metadata, not less, about individual 
letters. 11 of out of 14 students suggested some sort 
of calendaring or subject cataloging.  

• Have high expectations of how primary sources 
should behave on-line.  Wish to conduct “Google- 
like” searching or, at the very least, to have the 
resource behave like a journal database.  



General Observations

•Students will assume that everything has been 
digitized. EAD Finding Aid key in indicating how 
much a collection has been digitized. 

•Motivation is very important in the potential for a 
student to use the experimental model in future 
research.

•Interviews suggest a big difference in how long 
students will spend researching archival documents 
in person versus the amount of time they’d spend 
with the same material on-line.   



Ease of Use

Asked about ease of use of the two models. 
Scale - 1 (very difficult) to 5 (easy)

Undergraduates

CONTROL 3.5

Experimental Model 2.7

Graduates

CONTROL 4.28

Experimental Model 2



Browsing

In order to effectively BROWSE papers, students 
desire more metadata, not less, about individual 
letters. Even students who report that browsing is 
their favorite way to use digital collections do 
NOT like the browsing of the experimental model.

Some comments: 
“Waste of time”
“You’d lose me at ten pages” 
“Painful” 
“I expect to find it as detailed as if I went to the 
archives.  I expect all that descriptive information in 
detail”



Most students report a desire to search over browsing. 
Wish to conduct “Google-like” searching, with simple 
understood search results.  Would prefer full text 
searching but would accept searching across abstract 
metadata. Few students seem to consider the 
mechanics of the search mechanism.  

Some comments: 

“Searching was frustrating”
“I assumed everything was searchable”
“Put up a disclaimer”

Searching



Navigation and Searching

Asked about to rate the navigation and 
searching. Scale - 1 (very difficult) to 5 (easy)

Undergraduates

CONTROL 3.4
Experimental Model 2.7

Graduates

CONTROL 4.14
Experimental Model 1.7



When the comparative costs were 
explained (four/five times more stuff for 
same amount of money), ALL respondents 
stated that the Experimental Model model 
WAS TO SOME DEGREE acceptable. 

Some comments: 

“Better than not having it at all.”
“Better than driving an hour away”
“This (Experimental Model approach) may turn 
people off from using primary sources.”

The Money Question



Likelihood of Use Again

When asked about how likely they would consider 
using the source for future research. 
Scale - 1 (least likely) to 5 (most likely)

Undergraduates

CONTROL 4.28

Experimental Model 3.57

Graduates

CONTROL 4.57

Experimental Model 1.86



Desire for Mediation

In the future would you:
a) Drive to the nearest archives and use the collection on-site

b) Use the collection online if its provided online in its entirety and try to 
figure it out on your own 

c) Browse the collection on –line and use chat, email or phone assistance if 
such help was provided as part of the collection.

Undergrads

Drive Figure it out Use help
2 4 1

Graduates

Drive Figure it out Use help
2 1 5



Conclusions: Where to go 
from here?

•Realize what we have lost 

•Improve Browsing

•Improve Searching?

•Accept a variable approach?



Conclusions: What we have lost

We have lost the ability to assess certain
qualities of a folder of material:

• Amount of material, pure bulk plus a sense of 
how many documents are in the folder.

• Types of documents in a folder (reports, 
correspondence, drafts of documents, contracts, etc.)

• Color (not needed), type of paper used



We have lost the ability to browse quickly:

• No browser will ever replace the ability 
to quickly review a folder in person.

• Most students suggest that this is a 
reasonable trade off for 24 hour, distant 
access.  

Conclusions: What we have lost



Conclusions: Improve Browsing

Would a graphical interface help students?

Can the isolation of individual documents 
be automated?



Graphical Interface

Conclusions: Improve Browsing

http://www.flickr.com/photos/uwoarchives/sets/72157604138414124/


Isolation
Reported need for students to know how many 

documents are in a folder.

Use “patch codes” among photocopies to signal 
the software to isolate document.    

Conclusions: Improve Browsing

Kodak Patch Code



The presence of a search box makes almost everyone assume that all 
documents in the collection are searchable. Do we keep it? 

Do the photocopies effect efficacy of OCR? 

Are there different products that can more 
accurately work with older documents? 

User supplied transcriptions?

Conclusions: Improve Searching



Conclusion: Variable approach

Horses for Courses 
Might this approach be best used in collections 
NOT organized chronologically?

Allow detailed finding aids provide metadata 
needed for discovery.



More Bytes, Less Bite: 
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